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as i said above, im going to attempt to setup tcax to act as a controller and use garmin connect web
to work and view my rides, but from my understanding you cant do that with tcax, at least not yet.
you can only use it to send key presses which actuate tcax, not read the data from the device like

you can with garmin connect web and ant+. so if its going to be the one thing i cant do, im not
interested. you’re right about the battery. i was thinking that if it’s large enough to power the watch

(and fobs) that its likely small enough to fit on a keychain. maybe i could strap it to my computer
charging cable.  i have a garmin edge 140 and at first the computer also had a lock function that

worked with the garmin one, and that was also done in a debug mode, but the lock function can be
turned off and the debug mode removed from the garmin site. so now i have the garmin connect
online browser to my garmin edge, that can access your garmin network to get data directly from

garmin edge, or do some basic functions like activate or deactivate activities or set a home or away
base. i forgot the name of the feature, i will see if i can find a name. no more command line interface

or editing configuration files in garmin site. and the setup is simple, its like adding a device, or
maybe it can be compared to the garmin connect web browser added to the garmin site. and that
browser can access the garmin edge as well. so you can use that browser to change settings, sync
and more. you can have your garmin edge communicate with your garmin connect online on the

browser and the garmin site and that is the link between your garmin edge and the connect online.
and you can add a device that has an open api to connect to internet, like my transer and such.

some people are making compatibility layer that makes it possible to use the garmin edge api as
well as it has its own specific api, but i never tried that and dont know how to make it work. so it has
basic functions, more than than the garmin site feature that can work with garmin edge. i hope that

makes it clear. other then the garmin edge and the garmin connect browser. you can use any
browser that supports xml/json (see here for examples) and add the base url to a garmin site. so you

can have a device that has an open api to connect to internet, like my transer and such.
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